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Distribution [KP79, Smi76, TC72, Bel70]. Distribution-Free [HR75, MW75a, Ury72, Wol77a, Bel70]. Distributional [FP77].

Distributions [BL71, Beh70, Bry74, Bur73, CB75, Chat7, Che71, Cho79, DG72, Dub73, DA73, Eas78, Eva72, Fal70, GG70a, Gri70, Gro72, Hei76, HB71, Hol75, J79u, KB75, KP71, Law75a, Law78, LF79, MF77, Ncl75, NK76, NM78, NS79, Pat73, Pat76b, PS70, Rel70, Ron77, Sha78, Tak72, TW72b, WDF73, Zac74, Fre74a, Smi70a, Che71, Fre74a]. Divisibility [Luk73].

Dixon [Hea78]. Dodge [KO77]. Does [Bad70, Bor72]. Dolby [Qua74b, Qua74a]. Don [Hac78]. Donald [Boa79a, Hay73, Leh71, Ran70c]. Donna [Boa79a]. Dorfman [GR72]. Double [ABA72, BE73, Bin74b, BR75, BH73, El74, Gue71a, Joh70a, Kap75, RS71, Ten72, Zac70]. Double-Stage [ABA72]. Doubly [HS71]. Draper [And70, GK77a]. Drewes [Leh71]. Drift [CF76, Nad73, PK76, SS74]. Drogin [Car77a]. Dual [MC73, ST73].


Each [Gru71b, Joh70c, Joh70b, McL74b, Sar71]. Earl [Fin75, Str75]. Early [Ens78]. Easy [Gue77]. Echo [HT74]. Econometric [For71]. Econometria [Fre73a, K.73c]. Econometrics [Fre73a, J.75h, Goo75, Goo76, Han73, Wil79a, J.77c]. Economic [BA70, Chi75, Dun78a, K.73c, Kao72, Mer72, Kee75]. Economical [Bli72, Gua71, Hok74]. Economics [Jon73]. Économiques [Gua71]. Editor [HK77, JTS75, And76, And77, Ano77g, BJ70a, BC79a, BM72, Fle71, Gar74, GMD+75, GH75, HOC+77, Han70, Haw78, HJ73, JEB74, Kru70, KB72, Law76, LSP76, Lee79, MP72, Saw70, SBV79, Smi70b, Smi76, SM79, VK76, Wil79b, Wu73, ZA75]. Educational [Ger75]. Edward [Hay73, Woo74b, Zie78]. Edwin [J.77i]. Effect [BJ75, Bla77, CDR79, DR77, Dic74, JB74, RSO72, SG71, SOE75, TA71, Wic72]. Effects [HW75, Lac79, Nai74, Woo73, vNS76, v79]. Efficiencies [BR73].

Efficiency [Igl73, LH70, MHL77a, MHL77b, PS70]. Efficient [BL74a, Her70, JOS72, KKS76, MF75b, MF77]. Ehrenberg [Gen77].

Ehrenfeld [Ano77a]. Eigenanalyse [Haw75]. Eight [Ens78]. Eighteen [Joh78]. Einführung [Ens77]. Elderton [Dav70]. Eleanor [K.71a]. Elementary [Fin75, Hac78, Har77, J.76c, Mye74]. Elements [WK71].
Expectations [Ham72b, Sim73]. Expected [BK70b, Dun71, KS71, Law77b, MH77, Sor72a, Sor73]. Experiences [Box70b]. Experiment [AT79, Ano73f, DV78, HS71, J.76b, Web71].

**Experimental**

[Ano71a, Ano76e, Aut77, Box70b, Box71, Cru78b, Dyk71, Eva79, FM71, Har74, HS73, Hil78, Jol77, MHC77, Mit74a, Par78a, PB77, See73, Snc75b, Snc76].

**Experimentation** [Kle75, You72b, Lyn78]. Experimenters [Add79].

**Experiment** [AT79, Ano73f, DV78, HS71, J.76b, Joh71a, JC76, Man72, Mar76, Mer72, Pre71, San72, San73, SM76, Sta79, GK77a, Kev75, Add72, Car74, Gri73].

**Explained** [Wio70]. Explicit [Hem75, HB78].

**Exploration** [SN77]. Explorations [Ber73].

**Exponential** [BE73, BK70a, BH73, CH73b, DG72, Dub73, Dun78c, EB78c, Gro71a, Gru71b, Gru71c, Gru73a, Hah75, IR77, Jos72, Kam72, Kam73, Kam74, KN74, Kam77, KKM79, Kap75, KK75, KARR75, KP71, Law71, Law77a, Lis74, Mat78, NL75, Pie73, RS71, SG71, Sar71, SLK79, SW72, SCSB76, Ton74, Ton75, Var70, WDF73, Bha73, Boa73, GPU76, JTS75].

**Exponentiality** [EB75, Ng76, Ste78].

**Extending** [Nea70].

**Extension** [Ano73g, GR72, GB72, Vin76, HK77]. Exton [J.77g, J.79j].

**Extracting** [Fed74b]. Extraneous [Pas79]. Extreme

[Ano73f, Cor73, Cor79, Dav79a, Har79, HH74, HS71, J.76g, Joh71a, JC76, Man72, Mar76, Mer72, Pre71, San72, San73, SM76, Sta79, GK77a, Kev75, Add72, Car74, Gri73].

**Fail** [Gru71b]. Failure [AJ77, Bai74b, BK70a, Bry71, CB75, FR72, JR72, Kam77, Law77b, LE73, Man72, MH77, Moe74, Nci72b, Sar71, Boa73]. Failure-Rate [Bai74b].

**Failures** [Bai74b, Gru73a]. Fairley [Boa79a]. Faliva [J.75d]. Farhi [Got76].

**Fatality** [Ano80c, Mc779]. Fault [J.77].


**Finite** [Gro72, Ray70, WB71, Zac70, Ham75, Spr72]. Finney [Gou73]. First [CF76, Geo72, Gre70b, Mit74b, Ná73, PK76, Sch74b, SS74, SWD74, Weg74].

**First-Order** [Mit74b]. Fisher [J.79p, K.73b, J.78i, K.73b, Kr77, LH74, Ros75c].

**Fit** [Ano72f, DG72, DH71, Eas76, LaB77, MF75a, MS79, PS77, WB74, LR78].

**Fitting** [DBH70, Cle71, Har73b, HM73, JB76, Mal74, Mar74, Par78a].

**F**

[Ano74e, Geo72, Gro77, J.75f, J.76c, J.78g, J.78m, J.79e, J.79r, J.79b, Jon76b, K.71a, Kra76, Lac74a, Law75b, Luk73, Man71c, MCL76, Snc72a, Spr79, Sto76].

**Factor** [Dic74, Kle75, Sch71b, Woi78]. **Factorial**

[AT79, Ano72e, Ano73h, Ano73f, Ber72a, BD71, Hok74, Joh79, Luc78, Mar76, MB78a, MB78b, SC71, Ste72a, Web71]. Factorials [CDR79, TW70]. Factors [Ano73f, Dun78c, HS73, Man75, Web71, GPU76]. Fail [Gru71b]. Failure [AJ77, Bai74b, BK70a, Bry71, CB75, FR72, JR72, Kam77, Law77b, LE73, Man72, MH77, Moe74, Nci72b, Sar71, Boa73]. Failure-Rate [Bai74b].

Failures [Bai74b, Gru73a]. Fairley [Boa79a]. Faliva [J.75d]. Farhi [Got76].


Finite [Gro72, Ray70, WB71, Zac70, Ham75, Spr72]. Finney [Gou73]. First [CF76, Geo72, Gre70b, Mit74b, Ná73, PK76, Sch74b, SS74, SWD74, Weg74]. First-Order [Mit74b]. Fisher [J.79p, K.73b, J.78i, K.73b, Kr77, LH74, Ros75c]. Fishman [Mih75, Mih77]. Fit [Ano72f, DG72, DH71, Eas76, LaB77, MF75a, MS79, PS77, WB74, LR78].

Fitting [BDH70, Cle71, Har73b, HM73, JB76, Mal74, Mar74, Par78a].
Good [GHW79, Ano70f]. Goodman [Spr72, J.79c]. Goodness
[DG72, Eas76, LaB77, MF75a, MS79, PS77, LR78]. Goodness-of-Fit
[LaB77, MF75a, PS77]. Gottfried [Mer77]. GPSS [Gie74]. Gradients
[COT75, Sne75a]. Graduate [Har70]. Graham [Sim79]. Graph [Fed75].
Graph [BH70, Tuk70]. Graphical [Ang74, CK75, Fed74b, Fed75, J.79i].
Gray [Sal75a]. Graybill [Zys70]. Great [Sim73]. Greatest [Kap72]. Green
[Man71c]. Greenberg [Gie74]. Gregory [Kin79b]. Groot [Ran70b]. Gross
[Hei76]. Grossman [vdV75]. Group
[BR79, Ehr72, GR72, K.74e, PBT76, Sam78]. Group-Sequential [PBT76].
Group-Testing [Sam78]. Grouped [Fre75, PS77, Boa73]. Grouping
[MCM75]. Groups [J.76d, J.76e, McK76]. Growth
[Kee75, LR76, Rea71, WG78]. Grubbs [Ano79g, Jae76, TM72].
Grubbs-Type [Ano79g, TM72]. Guenther [GH75, Woo74a]. Guide
[Sid75, Boa79a]. Guillermo [Tan70]. Gumbel [Her70]. Gupta
[J.75b, K.74c]. Guttmann [Gra72]. Gwilym [Ran70c].

H [Ano74e, Bow78, CGO07, Fed74a, Hal77b, Har72, HK77, How77, J.75g,
J.76d, J.76e, J.76i, J.76h, J.78c, J.78b, J.79q, J.79k, J.79v, Jac80, JTS75,
K.73b, K.73a, Kal75, Kin79b, Kra76, Lac74a, Law75b, Man73, Mer72,
Ran70b, Ros75a, Sne74, Ste75, Sto76, Sym71, Web73]. H-Function
[J.79v]. Haan [Ber72b]. Haber [Qui71]. Haitovsky [Fre75]. Haley [J.79u].
Half [Zah75a, Zah75b]. Half-Normal [Zah75a, Zah75b]. Hamburg
[Kin78, Win71]. Handan [Ano75f]. Hampel [Law75b]. Handbook
[J.75g, K.71b, J.79j]. Handling [Gut73a, GDF78]. Hannan [Cle72a].
Harald [K.74b]. Harold [Dyk76, J.77g, J.79j, Sne76, Sta70]. Harter
[Har72, J.75g, J.76h, Ano70f]. Hartley [Sne74]. Having [AR73, BL71]. Hays
[Lac71b]. Hazard [Dan70, Jon71, Nåd70b, Nel72b, Sha78]. Hazurbazar
[Ing78b]. Health [J.79b]. Heavy [Bry74]. Heavy-Tailed [Bry74]. Helge
[Boa79b]. Helmuth [Ens76]. Hemker [K.73a]. Henri [Fre74b, Han73].
Henrick [Sch74b]. Henry [Sal75a, Woo74b]. Henschke [Gro77]. Herbert
[Gru71a, Sim73]. Hess [K.73a]. Heteroscedasticity [PB77, PDB77]. Hickman
[Ram73]. Hicks [Car74]. Higher [Nai74]. Higher-Way [Nai74].
Highway [Ano73j, Mar73]. Hilary [Hun70]. Hill [J.78q, J.78q]. Hilton
[Ram73]. Hine [Boa79a]. Hinkley [Ing75, J.79o]. Hirsch [J.79r]. History
[Ens78, J.78k]. Hoel [Gil74, Jon73, Sax72, Ton72, Eri72]. Hoerl [Ano70f].
Hogg [Hei78]. Holland [Odo77]. Hollander [Gib74]. Homogeneity
[Cho79, Sch71a]. Honor [J.75h, K.73d]. Honour [J.77i, K.74b]. Hooper
[Fre73a]. Hondijk [Sys75]. Hotelling [JH79]. Howard
[Hac78, Har70, Lut73]. Huang [For71]. Huber [Law75b]. Human [Bon77].
Hunter [Add79, Add79, Gra72]. Hurst [Dun77b]. Hybrid [Roq76].
Hyperbinomial [Gro72]. Hyperbola [WB74]. Hypergeometric
[Hei71a, J.77g, J.79j]. Hypotheses [BH73]. Hypothesis
[Leo70, MD75, Obe75, SLK79].
ibid [GH75]. Identifiability [Gri79]. Identification [Ray72, Kev75]. Identified [Nad71]. Identifying [Joh70c, Joh70b]. I [BCK78, Ens77, BJ75, BN72, BCK61, Eva71, GST1, Lac74b, NH73, TW72b, J.75g]. II [Cra74, Eva72, Har71, J.79q]. Illustrated [Mal74, Mar74, BT74]. Implications [BH70, Wil79a]. Implicit [B370b, BL73, Sac76]. Implies [Bad70, Bor72]. Important [JC76]. Improvements [Han75]. Improved [BG74, Boa79b, Box70a, HL76, SS71b, Sta79, GH75]. Improving [BWL78]. Including [J.77b]. Incomplete [Ano73f, HS72, OL77, Web71]. Incorrect [JR72]. Increases [LE73]. Increasing [And70, OB76, Sch71b]. Increments [AvdL70]. Independence [Cho73, Kra76]. Independent [Bai73, Lev70, McD76, SB72b, Bha73, LH77]. Index [Ben76, K.71a, J.77d, J.77o, Qua74b, Qua74a, J.77d, J.77f, J.77e, J.77o, J.77q, J.77p]. Individual [TS79, Woo73]. Induction [Bon76b]. Industrial [And70, Lyn78]. Inefficient [Ste72b]. Inequalities [HB71]. Inequality [Wan71]. Inference [Ait74, BAB72, Bis79, EB78a, FW72, Goo75, Goo76, Hil74, Hol73, Kal75, Lac71b, LL78, NS79, Pie73, Sin71, Sin73, Bon76a, Gol74, Hei78, Joh73c, K.71c, K.74c, Sta70, Sym71, Wil70, Woo74a]. Inferences [Bai72, TA71]. Infinite [Luk73]. Influential [Coo77]. Information [Ano70o, Ano71l, Ano72l, Ano73p, Ano74l, Ano75l, Ano76o, Ano77q, Ano78o, Ano78p, Ano79p, EP71, Fed74b, Hay73, Lin74, Sim76]. Infrared [WRLI75]. Ingram [Sid75]. Inhomogeneity [BH74]. Initial [Lac74b, Lac79, McL72]. Innovation [Dav79b, Sys78]. Input [MBC79]. Insect [HG78]. Insensitive [Bri73b]. Inspection [KOT77, Lem74, Ten72, Tsi78]. Instabilities [MST3]. Instantaneous [BS72]. Institute [Ano71f, J.75g, J.76h, J.77k, J.78o]. Institutions [Jae80]. Instrument [Jae76, Mul70]. Instruments [Gru73b, Han75, Jae76, Pep73]. Integer [Lin75, Sha71]. Integral [Mil72b]. Integrals [J.79j]. Integration [Eva71, Eva72]. Intelligence [Hel71b]. Interaction [HJ76, YC78]. Interactions [Nai74]. Interactive [BH70, BH77, Mar76, J.78d]. Interdependence [Gor76]. Interest [CH71, CH74]. International [Car77b, J.79k]. Interpretation [CO75, FB75, Sme75a, SWD70, SWD74]. Interpreting [Gen77]. Interregional [Kno71]. Interval [AB79, Ano77h, BE73, Cha79, Eas78, Hah77, Jae70, Jon71, Kus79, Lan72, Law78, Mac76, MF75b, O’B73, TS79]. Intervals [AM79, AJ77, BWL78, CM71, DV78, EB78b, FM77, Hah72, HM76b, IS76, Kam72, Kam73, Kam74, KN74, Kam77, Kap75, Law77a, MF77, Pat76a, Ros75c, SS71a, TBA70, HP73]. Intra [Ven70]. Intra-Year [Ven70]. Introduction [Goo75, Goo76, Hac79, Hal77b, Jer70, Ros75a, Sam73, Sym71, Zac74, Dyk76, Lan73, Bri73a, Cru78a, Dye74, Eri72, Gil74, Gro77, Hei79, Hol73, Hub78, McC72, McC78b, Mer77, Sax72, Sta70, Ton72, Woo74b, Zie78, Zys70]. Introductory [Man71c, Bow78, Cor71, Gra72, Joh71b, Lan75, Mill2a]. Invariant [KARR75, Man71b, MF73]. Inventory [K.74a]. Inverse [Ban73, BB79, Bro79, CF76, CF77, Cle72b, DS77a, DS77b, Goo70, Gow72, Hal70, Par72, PK79, Ray70, TS79, Urq73, WY78]. Inverses [Mar70].

J [Add79, Ano74e, Bha72, Bis72a, Boa79a, Bon77, Bow78, Cle72a, Cro71, Dud79, Dyk76, Gil74, Gol74, Gou73, Gra72, Gri73, GH75, Ham75, Hea78, Hei76, J.75h, J75e, J.75a, J.75f, J.76b, J.76a, J.77f, J.77e, J.77l, J.77j, J.77q, J.77p, J.78p, J.78m, J.78j, J.79u, J.79m, Jer70, Jon73, K.71b, K.73b, K.73c, Kal75, Cle77, Law75b, Odo77, Ram73, Rog70d, Sax72, Sch74b, Sha71, Sid75, Sim79, Smi76, Spr72, Sta70, Ton72, Web73, Zie78]. Jack [Kup71]. Jackknife [Dun78b, GC79, Sal75a]. Jackknife-Constructed [Dun78b]. Jackknifing [Hin77b]. Jackson [Ano80a]. Jagers [K.74b]. James [Bel70, Qua74b, Qua74a, vdV75, DV79]. James-Stein [DV79]. Jan [Bak74, Hun74, K.71b]. Jean [Joh73c]. Jenkins [Jon73]. Jerome [And75]. Jerzy [Fre73b]. Jessen [Jon73]. Joan [J.79p]. John [Add74e, Boa79b, Boy74, Cas76, Fre73a, Gle78, J.77b, J.77d, J.77o, J.77a, J.77h, J.77f, K.71e, Lec72a, Leh71, Qua74b, Qua74a, Add72, Cro71]. Johnson [Che71, Cru78b, Fre74a, Smi70a, Spr78, Dav70, Dun77a, Kin79b]. Joiner [J.78g, K.71a]. Jonckheere [Ode71]. Joseph [Con74]. Journals [K.71a]. Judah [Hog74]. Judge [Wil79a]. Judgments [Gru73a]. Judith [J.79k]. Julius [Har75, Hog74].


L [Ber72b, Che71, Con74, Cro78, Cru78b, Dav70, Dun72, Eas72, Fed77, Fre73b, Fre74a, Gow72, Gu71, Ham75, Har72, Hol73, Hun70, J.75g, J.76b, J.76h, J.781, J.78g, J.78h, Joh71b, K.71a, Kab74, Lac71b, Lan75, Mer79, Qua74b, Qua74a, Rog70b, Ron72, Rus73, Sal75a, Smi70a, Smi76, Spr78, Wei71, Woo74b]. L. [GW71]. Laboratory [TB75]. Lack [Ano72f, DH71]. Ladany [J.77l, J.78e]. Lagrangian [Gre70a]. Lai [K.71c]. Lancaster [Ros75a]. Larger [AM79, Cha79, CR79, Gut73b, HD70, Jae76, WG79]. Larger [Lad77].
Largest [Aus73, RRH73]. Larrieu [Gua71]. Larsen [Boa79a]. Larson [Dyk76, Sta70]. Latent [GWM76, WGM74, WG79]. Latin [BCK78, BCK61, Hed71]. Laubscher [K.71a]. LaValle [Sym71]. Larson [Dyk76, Sta70]. Latent [GWM76, WGM74, WG79]. Latin [BCK78, BCK61, Hed71]. Laubscher [K.71a]. LaValle [Sym71]. Larson [Dyk76, Sta70]. Latent [GWM76, WGM74, WG79]. Latin [BCK78, BCK61, Hed71]. Laubscher [K.71a]. Law [Sin72]. Laws [Sen74]. Layout [Dan78]. Layouts [Nai74]. Leak [PBT76]. Leak-Testing [PBT76]. Leaps [FW74]. Least [AF76, BD72a, FM77, GZ79, GWM76, GPS73, Har73b, HM77, J.77b, JK71, MHL77a, RJ78, See73, Wat74, HP73]. Left [Man75]. Lehmann [Mer79]. Length [Lem74, Rey75]. Lengths [RH78]. Lennart [K.74b]. Lentner [Mye74]. Leo [J.79c]. Leon [Sid75]. Leonard [J.75h]. Leone [Ano80b, Cru78b]. Less [Fur71]. Lester [Bow77]. Letter [And76, And77, Ano77g, BC79a, BM72, Fle71, Ham70, Haw78, HK77, JTS75, Lee79, Saw70, Sm76, SM79, Wu73, ZA75]. Letters [BJ70a, GMD75, GH75, HOC77, HJ73, JEB74, Kru70, KBW72, LSP76, MP72, SBV79, VK76]. Level [Ano73f, DiC74, Luc78, MB78a, MB78b, Sac72, SS75, Web71, LH77]. Levi [Bon76b]. Levy [K.71a]. Lewis [Ron72, Fre73c, J.79i]. Lieberman [Web73]. Life [Bai74b, BS71, Bar72, BL71, Bli72, BK70b, Dan70, Dun74, FP77, Gru73a, IR77, J.79p, KS71, Kam77, KA71, Law71, Law73, Man72, Moe74, NL75, Nel72a, NK76, NM78, NS79, Sch74a, SLK79, Sha78, Sin71, Sin73, Sm77, Bha73]. Life-Test [Man72]. Life-Testing [Bai74b, KA71]. Lifelength [J.75f]. Lifetime [CF77]. Lifetimes [KKM79]. Light [Odo77]. Likelihood [AA74, AR79, Ano73k, AR73, BR73, BWL78, Coh65, CS76, DA73, DA75, DAH73, Har73a, HH73, HP71, JS76, Lem75, Mat78, MN77, MW75b, SP74, SP77, SB72a, TBA70]. Limit [Hah75, Sen74]. Limits [BS79, EB78c, EB79, Fau70, FD70, FKR71, MN77, RS072, TBA70, TC75a, T79]. Lindman [Sne76]. Line [For72, WB74]. Linear [ABA72, And74, Ano72g, Ano74f, Bai74b, BD72a, BL74b, Bao79b, Bro79, Coo77, Coo72, D71a, D71b, Far75, Fuc78, Gue71b, GPS73, Hal70, Har70b, Hel74, HM77, HSL76, J.75d, J.75a, J.76g, J.77b, JB76, Joh71a, Kal71, Ks77, LaM78, LS71a, Leo75, LW71, Lun75, Man71b, MF73, Mar70, MK70, MW73, Mc74b, MW75b, MHL74, MHL77a, MHL77b, NW77, NW79, NHT2, NH73, OM72, Pas79, Pre75, Rah76, Ron72, SG71, SS71a, Sha78, Sie75, SM74, Sor73, Spr76, SB72b, Tar76, TW72b, TB73, Wig76, Zel72, GDF78, Kev75, For73, Hul73, Lin75, Ran70a]. Link [Lac74a]. Linnik [Sen75]. Linstead [J.76i]. Living [Ben76]. Location [DA73, Har73a, J.77p, Law75b, RRH73, LR78]. Locations [J.77e]. Locks [Sic75]. LoftsGaarden [Hac78]. Log [Coh76, DA73, NS79, SS71a]. Log-Linear [SS71a]. Log-Normal [Coh76, DA73]. Logarithmic [WY78]. Logistic [AR79, BMH76, CC71]. Lognormal [Jon71, Lan72, NK76, Sin72]. Lohnes [OF73]. London [En78]. Loop [BM74, BM76, Ell76, PW77]. Loren [Ne74]. Lot [BS72, Eld74]. Lothar [Bed74]. Low [Law77b, MH77]. Lower [GZ79, Sar71]. Lucien [Fre73b]. Lukacs [Lan73]. Lumb [K.73e]. Lung [En78]. Luther [JH73b]. Lynwood [Dun77a].
[All74, And70, And74, Ang74, Aro76, CR79, CBI79, GHW79, Gue77, Hoo79, J.76i, Lin79, OB76, SH79, See70, TW70, Yue78, ZNL79]. Methoden [JH73b].

Methodology [Dud79, Man73].

Methods [Bis72b, Boa79a, BCK61, Con74, Dav77, Dav79b, Dun72, Ehr77, FMI71, Goo71, Gri70, HR75, J.76d, J.76e, J.77b, J.79q, J.79b, Jae70, Lac72b, Lan72, Leo70, MBC79, Mer79, Mih75, Mih77, NH72, Pat73, Ran70a, RH78, Sal75b, San72, SNe77, Sto76, Weg72, Zel72, BCK78, And75, Cor71, For71, Gib74, J.78i, J.78f].

Meyer [Joh71b].

Michael [Car77a, Sie75].

Micro [Car77b].

Micro-Organisms [Car77b]. Microbiological [Car77b]. Microscale [Car77b].

MIL [BS79, Koy78, Koy79]. MIL-STD [BS79].


Minimal [AT79]. Minimization [ON75]. Minimizing [For72]. Minimum [BD74, BR73, Dic74, Far75, Hal79, Nád71, NW77, NW79, Sch74a, SA79, Sch76, SLK79, SS78, Tho73, Vin76, WK77, HK77]. Minimum-Point [BD74].

MINITAB [J.78g]. Misclassification [Lac74b, Lac79, McL74a, Sor71, Sor72a, Sor72b, Sor73]. Misclassified [Lac74b, McL72, Ten72]. Missing [BDH70, HG73, Joh79, Pre71, Rub76, Wat70a]. Misuse [Kin79b]. Mitra [Bani73]. MIVQUE [SS78]. Mixed [Beh72, CRT79, CS76, DS79, Haw72, HI73, SWD74].

Mixing [BR75, Cho79, Luk73]. Mixture [Ano76e, Beh70, BF72, Cha79, Cor75, CO75, Cor77, CK79, GK77b, Har79, Joh70c, Joh70b, MS74, Par78b, Ray72, Sch71a, Sne73, SM74, Sne75a, Sne75b]. Mixtures [Cor73, Cor79, DSS7, DSS7b, Gri70, LC70, SN77, SM76, GK77a].

Model [Ano72g, Ano73], An77, BDH70, BCI74, CF77, CS76, Cor77, DSS7, GLV74, Gue71b, HBA71, Hah72, HI73, HP71, Hill78, HJF78, HM73, Leo75, Man71a, Mar73, MW78, MHC77, MPB70, MA78, Nai74, OMT2, Par78b, Pas79, Rah76, RR76, SWD70, SB72b, Tar76, TA75, TC73, WK71, WB74, WG78, Wio70, GDF78, J.75d]. Model-Discrimination [MPB70]. Modelling [LS71b, LSM72, PW77, Sch75].

Modelling [MPBD79, J.79m]. Models [Ano76e, BK70a, BG78, BL73, CIE71, DS77a, DAH73, Dun74, Fuc78, GK77b, Goo71, Gri79, GPS73, Har73a, Har73b, Hel74, HM77, K.71d, Lac74b, LR76, Lun75, MS74, MW73, Mer72, Par78a, Par78b, Pre75, PDB77, San72, San73, See73, SM74, Sne75b, Sne77, Spr76, Spr78, SWD74, TW72a, Wol78, Boa73, Boa79b, Huli73, J.76a, J.76g, Ron72, Sni77]. Moderate [Gut73b, MF77]. Moderate-Size [MF77]. Modern [Dun77b, Spr78]. Modes [Beh70].

DY70, Eva71, Fau70, Fra77, Hal77a, Haw72, HK75, JK71, Kap72, Ken71, Lac79, MH72, MW75a, Ng76, Sch70, SSta, Sne71, Tho75, Ton74, Ton75, JTS75]

Notes [Coo72]. Nuclear [BKRS78, HS71, J.78j]. Nuisance [EB77b]. Null [LF79]. Number [DiC74, Gru73a, Gue71a, Wio70, Wol78]. Numbers [Ben76]. Numerical [AB74, CR79, Dil79, Dun78a, Eva71, Eva72, Lin74, RH78].

O [Hac78, HH73, Ron72, Ros75a, Sie75, Sne74]. Objectives [J.78b]. Objects [Ens76]. Observable [Nád70a]. Observation [Coo77, Joh70c, Joh70b, KS77, Lik74]. Observations [Ano73g, FM77, GB72, Joh70c, Joh70b, Man70a, Ray72, Sin71, TS79, BN72, HP73, Fre75, J.78f].

Observe [FB75, Har74]. Obstructive [Ens78]. Obtain [Gre70a]. Obtained [Sin71]. Obtaining [CK79, Gue77, Jae70, MF73]. OC [Kow71].

O’Carroll [J.79m]. Occurrence [Gre70b, Sap73]. Odeh [J.76g, J.78l, J.78o]. Odell [Gow72, Ron72]. Odoroff [Ano77a, Ano79f]. Olkin [Dud79, Sid75]. O’Muircheartaigh [J.77a]. One [Bai73, FM77, GLV74, GPU76, HP73, Hoc72, JD78, KB75, Kus79, Lad77, MD71, MC71, MM73, Rah76, SS75, SD77, Wes71, Boa79a]. One-Four [Boa79a]. One-Sided [FM77, SS75, Wes71, GPU76, HP73]. One-Way [Kus79]. Only [CH71, Nád70a]. Operate [DY70]. Operating [BM76, Ell76, PW77, SLK79]. Operation [And70, Wan71]. Operational [J.79n]. Operations [J.77a]. Opinion [Gle78]. Optimal [Ano77a, BN72, Bis72b, BH77, EB78a, Gor76, Gre70a, Har74, J.79d, Jon76a, Krz77, Luc78, Mac76, MW78, MCM75, Mit74a, Mit74b, MB78a, MB78b, Sim73, Sor72a, SC71, Gor76, J.77i, Ran70b]. Optimality [NGM70, SD75].

Optimal [Kam72]. Optimization [Bro79, HS73]. Optimum [BS72, CF76, HS72, Law77b, Luc74, MG74, MH77, NK76, NM78, PK79, Sch71b, GK77a].

Orbital [Bus71]. Order [Ber72a, BMH76, BD74, Gue77, Hed71, Hok74, JC76, Kal75, Kam72, Kam74, Mit74b, OM72, Qua75, SWD70, SWD74, TW72b, Weg74, Gru71a]. Ordered [Lik74, Man70a, Ode71]. Ordering [Dud79, Gar71]. Orders [Dic74].

Ordinary [MHL77a, Sac75]. Organisms [Car77a]. Origin [Joh70c, Joh70b, Ste78]. Orkin [Car77a]. Orthogonal [BC71, BCK61, CDR79, DR77, Hed71, BCK78]. Osborne [Lac71a]. Ostle [Gle77]. Other [J.79c]. Otne [Nel74]. Outlier [Ano74f, JD78, Jos72, KS71, Ros77, TM73]. Outliers [Ano79g, GW75, GS71, Gut73b, JD78, JMM78, Kit79, LF79, Lun75, MD71, MC71, MM73, Pre75, Ros75b, Ste72a, TM72, GDF78, Kit81]. Outliners [Gut73a]. Outlying [Ano73g, GB72]. Output [MBC79]. Over-Stress [Law77b, Man72, MH77]. Owen [J.77k, J.78l, J.78o, Har72, J.75j, J.78k, J.78k, Tan70].

P [Add79, And70, Dav70, Dun72, Fle76, Gow72, GH75, Hea78, Hii74, J.75b, J.77n, J.77i, J.77h, J.78e, J.78q, J.78a, J.79g, J.79d, J.79u, J.79f, Jon76b, K.71d, K.74c, Kle77, Lac72b, Law75b, O’F73, Qua71, Ram73, Ron72, Sax72,
[Gil74, Sax72, Ton72]. **Portable** [BK74, Whe74, Whe75]. **Positive** [Bin74a, CF76]. **Possible** [CBI79, Fur71, MT72, Sta79]. **Postulated** [SLM74]. **Potential** [BK74, Sys75]. **Power** [BJN71, BK74, BTH74, Bri73b, DW72, Dub73, FR72, For72, GC74, HK75, KARR75, LH74, Mal74, Mar74, PK76, PK79, Whe74, Whe75, Yue78, BT74]. **Powered** [BKRS78]. **Powerful** [EB77b]. **Practical** [NGM70, Bha72, Sie75]. **Practice** [Ben76, J.79m, Odo77, Pre77]. **Practices** [Eas72]. **Pranab** [Kee75]. **Pratt** [Boy74]. **Pre** [Wil79a, Rah76]. **Pre-Test** [Wil79a, Rah76]. **Precision** [Ben76, Dan70, Gru73b, Jae76]. **Prediction** [All71, All74, AM79, BSH71, Cle79, CK79, EB78b, EB79, FM77, GM79, Hah72, Hah75, Hah77, HM76b, KN74, Kam77, Law71, Law77a, Lik74, MF77, NW77, SS71a, HP73, Boa79b]. **Predictive** [Dun74]. **Predictor** [LvNN73, NV73a, NV73b, Rub76]. **Prekopa** [K.74a]. **Preliminary** [McD75, Ob75]. **Premium** [Gut73b]. **Prescribed** [Dan70]. **Presence** [GR72, JMM78, KS71]. **Present** [Jos72]. **Presented** [Ano70a]. **Preservation** [Luk73]. **Previous** [Nel72a]. **Price** [Hah79]. **Prices** [Kno71]. **Primer** [Gic74]. **Principal** [JH73a, JM79, JH79, Krz79, Wol78]. **Principles** [Car77b, Cor71, Han73]. **Pringle** [Urq73]. **Prior** [ABA72, Ano72g, Chi74, Gro72, Gue71b, PS70, Rah76]. **Probabilities** [Dun71, Sor72a, Sor72b]. **Probability** [Ano75e, Bad70, Bor72, Bur73, Fil75, Fre73b, GH70, Hac78, Hac79, Hei79, Hol75, J.77d, J.77f, J.77g, J.77l, J.77o, J.77q, J.77p, JR72, Joh71b, K.73c, Kap72, LaB77, Laco71b, Law77b, MH77, MH78, Moe72, RTDM79, Rog70d, Sam73, ST72, Sch74b, Sid75, Sni77, Sue70, Sor71, Sor73, Spe71, Spr78, Sta70, Syn71, Ton72, Weg72, Woo74b, Zac74, Bis72a, Har70, J.78k, J.79b, Mii72a, Rog70c, Zie78, Bow77, Fed74a, Gol74, Hei78, Hog74, How77, J.76f, Kup71, Lan73, Ram73, Rog70b, We171, Zac74]. **Probable** [Ala71]. **Probit** [Gou73]. **Problem** [AT73, AF76, Gli72, RN70, Haw72, Hei74, Kal71, KA71, Law71, Lem74, MW75b, MRR78, Ray72, Ros75c, Sam78, Shu72, Wat74, LH74]. **Problems** [And75, BC71, BHM73, EB79, Gue74, HK70a, HK70b, McL74b, Riz71, Sen75, Sin72, Whi70, Boy74, J.77b, Hun74, J.79o]. **Procedure** [BR79, BKRS78, Bin74b, Bis78, Bl172, Cha72, GG70a, GR72, KKM79, MB74, O’B73, ON75, RR73, Ros77, SR75, SS71b]. **Procedures** [Ano73a, Ano80e, Ben70, Ber78, BD78, CF76, CG76, EB77a, EB78a, FH79, Gle78, Goo71, Gut73b, Hi78, Igl73, JHM79, LSYF79, LO79, Man70b, McD79, McK76, PW72, Pre71, Reg76, SS76, Ury76, Eas72, Har75]. **Process** [Ano77b, BR79, Coh72, CM71, DS79, Dun78a, EB78b, Fin76, Har79, HD70, LL78, Mac76, TW72a]. **Processes** [AvdL70, AT73, BGH73, Fre73c, Rog70b, Gil74, Sys78]. **Processing** [Gle78]. **Product** [DS79, Hah77, Kao72, OB76, YC71, Ziz78]. **Production** [Bl77a, DS79, Sha79]. **Productivity** [And70]. **Products** [Hay73]. **Programming** [AA74]. **Program** [Wat70b]. **Programmed** [Boa79a]. **Programming** [AK71, For73, Ran70a, Sie75, Sys75, Coo72, Gro77, Lin75, Sha71]. **Programs** [Hea78]. **Progress** [Ano76f, J75e]. **Progressive** [Man71b].
Proper [BJ70b]. Properties [Bry74, Gro71b, Joh70a, Low76, Spr76]. Proportion [Wio70, Zac70]. Proportional [Nád70b]. Proportionality [Man75]. Proportions [AB71, BR75, BM78, Cho79, MDM77, Con74]. Proschan [J.75f, Smi77]. Protection [Gut73b]. PrY [Ury72]. Psychological [Ger75]. Publications [Ano75k, Ano76k, Ano76l, Ano76m, Ano76n, Ano76o, Ano77m, Ano77n, Ano77o, Ano77p, Ano78k, Ano78l, Ano78m, Ano78n, Ano79l, Ano79m, Ano79n, Ano79o]. Pure [Kee75]. Puri [Dun72, K.71c]. Purpose [ST73]. Purves [Kin79a].

Quadratic [Ano76e, AK71, GK77b, Lac79, Lac76, Roq76, Snc75b, SS78, TC73, Yue78]. Quadruple [Pat76b]. Qualitative [J.79c]. Qualitative/Categorical [J.79c]. Qualité [Gua71]. Quality [BH78, DS79, Gua71, Pat73, ST73, Tsi78, Ziz78, Kab74, Woo75]. Quantile [MF77]. Quantiles [Dye73, Has72, Kan73, SA79]. Quantitative [Gri73, Sto76]. Quartic [Mat78]. Quasilinearized [KME71].

Quasimidranges [LC70]. Query [Bad70, Bor72, Leo70, Wat70a].
[Gen77, Par78b, Rel70, Ens76]. Redundancy [Gre70a]. Redundant
[TC75a]. Reflected [Coh73]. Regime [Rif71, WB74]. Regions
[Dun78b, Luc76, Obe77, LR78]. Regression
[Ait74, ABA72, And74, Ano74f, Ano84, BC71, Bea70, BL74b, Ber78, Bro77,
Coo77, Cro78, DM77, Dun78b, Far75, Far78, For72, Fra77, Gaf78, Gor76,
Gre71, GWT76, Hal72, Hal70, Haw75, Hem75, Hil78, HJF78, Hoc72, HSL76,
HK70a, HK70b, HK75, HR75, Hoo79, IC79, J.75d, KME71, LH70, LM72,
LS71a, LSM72, Mar70, MK70, MS73, McK79, MHL74, MHL77a, MHL77b,
NW77, NW79, NH72, NH73, Obe77, Par70, Par78a, PW72, Rah76, Sac76,
SH79, SS71a, SNC79, SD75, SD77, TMB73, WGM74, WG79, Wio70, YF76,
Zel72, DV79, Eil78, McC78a, For71, Fr75, Hah79]. Regressions
[BC79b, DH74, Fur71, FW74, MT72, Rub76, SS71b]. Regular
[Ber72b, Gu72d, TS79, GH75]. Reinahardt [Hac78]. Rejecting [Ste72a].
Related [Ano72e, Ano73h, BD71, For73, J.79u, JS76, WOl77a]. Relating
[MS73]. Relations [Haw75]. Relationship
[All74, Mc77b, NH72, NH73, Zel72]. Relationships [CH70, JH73a].
Relative [LR76, NW77]. Relevant [YC71]. Reliability
[Bha73, BH73, Bod70, Bri74, BWL78, CB75, CH70, DY70, EB73c, FB75,
Gro71a, Gru71b, Gru71c, HBA71, Hei76, Her70, HM76b, J.78j, MG74, Pie73,
Rea71, Sar71, SNC77, TBA70, TC75a, Var70, WK71, WG78, Whi70, Ziz78,
J.77n, Kab74, Eas72, J.75f, J.77j]. Remark [Rea71]. Remarks
[AvdL70, Nel75, SB72a]. REML [CS76]. Renewal [BGH73, HD70]. Renyi
[Rog70c]. Reordering [BS72]. repair [Bha73]. Repairing [HM72].
Replacement [CH74, IS76, RR76, Sch71b, TC75b]. Replacements [IR77].
Replication [Gre71]. Report [Ano74g, Co.72, Com70, Com71]. Representation
[Lac71a]. Required [SDV73]. Requiring [Dic74].
Research [Cha70a, Gle78, J.79n, Ger75, Gle77, J.77a, Lac72b]. Residual
[LM72, MT72]. Residuals
[BD72b, Dan78, DL70, GW75, JM79, Nel73, SNC71, Woo73]. Resolution
[ATT79, LS71b, SC71, SL74]. Response [CP75, CO75, HM72, HS73, Luc76,
MB78b, MC73, ML75, Roq76, SNC72, SNC75a, Nay72, Man73]. Responses
[Sta79]. Restricted [AF76, CS76, Joh70a, SN77, Wat74]. Restrictions
[Kal75]. Results [Ba73, BB79, Bis79, DM78, Dun78a, EB73, EB74, Ho75,
LL78, Mc72, Nel72a, WC74, YC71]. Review
[Add72, Add79, And70, And75, Ano71f, Ano74e, Bak74, Ban73, Bed74, Bel70,
Ben76, Bel72b, Ber73, Bha70, Bis72a, Bis72b, Boa79b, Bon76a, Bon76b,
Bon77, Bow77, Bow78, Boy74, Bri73a, Buc73, Cam77, Car77a, Car77b, Car74,
Cas76, Cha75a, Cha75b, Che71, Cle72a, Con74, Coo72, Cor71, Cor73, Cra74,
Cro78, Cru78a, Cru78b, Dal77, Dav70, DAV77, DIL71, Doo73, Dra79, Dud79,
Dun72, Dun77a, Dun77b, Dye74, Dyk76, Eas72, Ehr77, Ens76, Ens77, Ens78,
Eri72, Fed74a, Fed77, Fle73, Fin75, Fle76, For71, For73, FW72, Fre71a,
Fre73b, Fre73c, Fre74b, Fre74a, Fre75, Gen77, Geo72, Ger75, Gib74, Gle74,
Gil74, Gle78, Gle77, Gol74, Goo75, Goo76, Gor76, Gou73, Gow72, Gra72,
Gri73, Gro77, Gru71a, Gua71, Hac78, Hac79, Hah79, Hal77b]. Review
Sachs [Add79, And75, Ben76, Bri73a, Cam77, Che71, For71, Gen77, Gra72, Gri73, Hah79, Har75, Hul73, Ing78b, J.75h, J.76f, J.78e, J.78p, J.79q, J.79d, J.79h, J.79m, Joh75, K.71a, K.74d, Lac71a, Lac74a, Lan75, Lin75, Mih75, Mih77, Sax72, Sim73, Sne72a, Sne74, Spr72, Ste75, Ton72, Wil70, KB75]. Safe [Law73]. Sakarovitch [Coo72]. Sakradi [J75e]. Same [Leo70, WK71]. Sample [AB71, Ang74, Ano73g, Ber72b, BF74, BR75, BM78, BH73, CHH71, CC71, Cho79, DH74, Dye73, EB79, FD70, FR72, GH70, GB72, Gue71a, Gue74, Gut73b, Hah77, Has72, IM70, Jae76, J.79, Kam73, KB75, Lin74, NL75, Nel72a, Ode71, SDV73, Ste75, TJ79, Ury76, WG79, Wo70, Wol77b, J.76g]. Sampled [BF72]. Sampler [J.79a]. Samples [AM79, Ano73k, Bai73, BAB72, Coh65, Coh72, Df74, Ede74, GS71, Hah75, HS72, Kam74, Lac74b, Law71, Lem75, LF79, MF77, McL72, MD71, McM71, MS79, MM73, MS79, MHL74, MHL77a, NS79, OL77, SW72, Sin71, TW72b, Zel73, BD73]. Sampling [AB79, Ano72g, Ano77h, Aus73, Bai72, BL74a, Bin74b, BLB73, Car77b, Chi74, Coh70, Coh75, Coh76, CN77, Ehr72, Eld74, EB73, Gro72, Gue71b, HM70a, Hal77a, Hal79, J.78c, J.79t, Joh70a, KO77, Koy78, Lad77, Lev70, Mac76, PS70, Rel70, Sac72, Sch72, SP72, SP74, Sha79, Tak72, Ten72, VM79, Wh70, WB71, Zac70, J.79a, J.78n, Sen70, Tsi78]. Samuel [Fre74a, Smi70a, Spr78]. Sanford [And75]. Satterthwaite [DW72]. Saul [Ran70a]. Savage [J.75h]. Saxena [J.79v]. Scale [Dah73, Dye73, EB77b, Har73a, Kam72, Kam73, Kam74, LR78]. Scanning [Bro77]. Scanning [San72, San73]. Scatterplots [CK75]. Schafer [Bis78]. Schatzoff [Ano71g]. Scheffe [Par78b]. Scheffé’s [Cor77]. Scheme [BJ70b, DS79, Gro72, Luc73, Rea71, Ron77, Ten72]. Schemes [Koy78]. Scheuer [Rea71, WG78]. Schleifer [Ham75]. Schmidt [J.77c]. Schucany [Sal75a]. Science [J.78e, J.78p, Jon76b, Bon76b]. Sciences [Cru78b, Hei76, Lef71, vdV75]. Scientific [Bon77]. Scientist [J.79p]. Scientists [Boa79a, Cas76, Fed74a, Rog70b]. Sclove [Cro78, Lan75]. Scope [ML75]. Scott [Fre73b]. Screening [Kao72, Kl75, LOT79, MB74, OB76, OLHS77, Par78b, SM76]. Seal [Hun70]. Sealed [PB76]. Searle [Hul73]. Seber [J.76c]. Second [BD74, Hck74, OMT2, SWD70, SWD74]. Second-Order [BD74, Hck74]. Secondary [Tho73]. Seeding [DV78]. Segment [Yue78]. Segmented [Par78a]. Selected [BM76, Ing78b, J.75c, K.71a, Kam72, CG07, Fre73a, Har72, J.75g, J.76h, J.77k, J.78o, K.73c]. Selecting [Ala71, All71, MBC79, Par78b, RR73, Duk79]. Selection [All74, Ano80c, Be70, GG70a, Gor76, HH77, Hel74, Hoc72, Kap72, LH70, Man70b, Man71d, McC75a, Mc779, MRR78, NW79, Reg76, Riz71, Tho73]. Selection-Multiple [Gor76]. Selection-of-Variables [Hel74]. Self [Boa79a, LST71, LMS72]. Self-Teaching [Boa79a]. semigraphic [Tuk70]. Sen [Ano70f, Dun72]. Sensitivity [Ant77, MHC77]. Separate [McL74b]. Separating [YB76]. Separation [Sch70]. Sequence [Rif71, LH77]. Sequences [HS71]. Sequencing [Bag70]. Sequential
[AS73, Aro76, Bar72, BS79, Cho73, CL70, CL71, DeG70, DS79, Ehr72, Igl73, IR77, KKM79, MB74, O'B73, PBT76, PS70, ST72, SI70, Ehr77, Fle76].

Serfling [J.75f]. Serial [BJ75, JB74]. Series [AB74, BGH73, Cle71, Cle72b, Dav79b, Dun77a, Gru71b, J.79e, Kle77, LR76, Mal74, Mar74, MHT2, Nel74, Par72, Pre77, Sar71, Shu71, Spe71, Var70, Weg76, BT74, Cle72a, Hea78, McC78b]. Service [Bag70]. Services [Hay73].

Session [Ano70a]. Set [CR79, Hed71, Leo70]. Sets [BCK61, BCK78].

Sevast'yanov [Spr79]. Several [Ano79g, BF74, Gut73b, Luc76, TM72, BN72]. Shafer [Ing78a]. Shape [AJ77, EB77b, FP77, O'B73, Rout73]. Shaul [J.77i]. Shift [LH77]. Shifts [Dav79b]. Shimi [J.77n]. Shrunken [McD75, Obe75]. Side [See73]. Sided [FM77, LO79, SS75, SDV73, Wes71, BN72, GPU76, HP73]. Sidney [Gil74].

Siegmund [Dav77, Sim73]. Sigma [Tak72]. Sign [Sta79]. Signal [Shu71].

Significance [Ano73g, Gar71, GB72]. Simple [ABA72, Ano74f, Eng75, Gue72, Hoo79, KKM79, MH72, NH72, Rah76, Ron77, SH79, TM73, Zel72, GH75]. Simplex [GK77b, ON75, SN77]. Simplified [Box71, EB77a, GHT, MF75b, RS71, Reg76, SP72]. Simulation [Cha70a, GLV74, HK77, J.79m, K.73a, Mer72, Nay72, Sch75, Vin76, Mih75, Mih77]. Simultaneous [Ait74, Bis79, Hah72, Hah75, Has72, HM76b, McK76, Tar76]. Sines [Cha70b].

Single [Ano72g, Ano74f, Gue71b, HM76a, Lad77, MW78, TMB73, Zac70]. Single-Stage [Lad77]. Singly [MN77, NS79]. Singpurwalla [J.77].

Singularities [MPBD79]. Situations [ Hin77b, Ste72b]. Sixth [Fre73b]. Size [AB71, BS72, BSH71, CHH71, FD70, Gue74, HG78, J.76g, MF77, NL75, Sch72, Wo70]. Size-Biased [Sch72]. Sizes [Ang74, Ano73g, BM78, Fuc78, GB72, Gut73b, SDV73, Ury76]. Skewness [JL79, Rout73]. Slope [HP78, OM72]. Slope-Rotatable [HP78]. Small [Ano73f, BF74, FR72, GH70, GS71, NS79, Web71]. Small-Sample [GH70]. Smallest [ Aus73, Nád70a]. Smirnov [BD73, DM78, LR78, PS77]. Smith [JK71, Smi76]. Smoothing [Gro71a, LW71]. Snedecor [K.73d]. Snell [Ham75]. Sobel [Dud79]. Social [Leh71]. Soforthelfer [JH73b]. Solution [And73, AF76, Gri72, Hem75, Kal71, Ros75c, Sam78]. Solutions [Haw72, J.79o].

Some [AvdL70, Ano72e, Ano73h, Ano79g, BH70, BD72a, Bis79, Box70b, BD71, BHME73, BF74, CB75, CG76, Cor75, DW73, Die74, Dol70, Dun78a, Dun71, Dun78c, EB73, EB74, FR72, Gue74, GM79, HB71, HM76b, Hin77a, Hol75, Kow70, Kow71, Kru79, LL78, Low76, Low74, Mal73, MH72, MCL76, Ncl75, OB76, Riz71, Rub76, San73, SR75, SS75, TM72, Tuk70, Weg74, YC71].

Sonquist [Gle78]. Sources [PBT76, Sau73]. Spaces [Ano76e, Sne75b]. Spare [Bha73]. Spares [DY70]. Spáth [Ens76]. Specific [Car77b, ML75]. Specifications [Car77b]. Spectra [WRL75]. Spectral [Br173b, SCSB76, Ran70c]. Spectroscopic [Mal74, Mar74, BT74].
Spectrum [Nea70, Yue78]. Speizer [Ens78]. SPES [Ano70a]. Spline [Lin79, Wol74]. Sports [J.77i, J.78c]. Sprott [Ano79f]. SPRT [Kow71]. Spuriosity [Gut73a, GDF78]. Sprott [Ano79f]. SPRT [Kow71]. Squared [AF76, BD72a, BCK61, GZ79, GW74, GPS73, HA73b, Hed71, HM77, J.77b, JK71, MT72, MHL77a, RJ78, Sec73, Wat74, BCK78]. Srinivasan [Bri73a]. Srivastava [Gri73, J.75a]. Stage [ABA72, Ede74, GG70b, Lad77, Sam78, TA75, Wol77b]. Standard [BM76, Jor77]. Stanley [Cro78, Gie74, vdV75]. Starr [J.78b]. State [Ano80a, Mcl79]. Statements [Ano74g]. Stationarily [Shu71]. Stationary [Weg74]. Statistic [Ano73i, Beh72, DW72, HH77, Ken71, Krz79, PS77, PW72, Som70, TW72b, YM74, LR78, Sal75a]. Statistical [Ab72, Ede74, GG70b, Lad77, Sam78, TA75, Wol77b]. Statisticians [Sne74, Ano71f, K.74e]. Statistics [Ano76f, Ano79g, BH70, BM76, Boa79a, BF74, Che71, CK57, Cor71, Dav79a, DM78, Fed74a, Fre73b, Fre74a, Gro77, Gue77, Har72, Ing78b, J.75g, J.76g, J.76h, J.77d, J.77f, J.77e, J.77i, J.77k, J.77o, J.77q, J.77p, J.78k, J.78o, J.79g, J.79v, J.79f, Joh75, Joh74, Jon73, K.74b, Kam72, Kam74, KB75, Kup71, Lan73, Lyn78, MS74, Mc77, Mer77, Mil72a, Pap72, Qua74b, Qua74a, Qua75, SR75, Sim76, TM72, Urr73, ZNL79, Zie78, Boa79a, Kin79b, Bha72, Bow77, Bow78, Car77a, Cru78a, Dye74, Ehr77, Eri72, Geo72, Gra72, Gru71a, Hac79, Hal77b, He79, Hog74, How77, Ing75, J.75b, J.75e, J.76c, J.76a, J.78m, J.78c, J.78a, J.79l, J.79k, J.79o, K.74d, Kin79b, Lac72a, Mye74, Qua71, Qua75, Ros75a, Sch74b, Sen75, Web73, Wei71, Woo74b, Zys70, Add79, Boa79a, Cru78b]. Statistics [Dal77, Dyk76, Gie77, J.79r, J.79s, K.73c, Kin79a, Lac71b, Lac74a, Wat73]. Statistik [Ens77]. Statistische [Bed74, JH73b]. STD [Koy78, Koy79, BS79]. Stein [Wil79a, DV79, Vin76]. Stein-Rule [Wil79a]. Stein’s [HK77]. Stellar [Sau73]. Stepdown [Man70b]. Stephen [Dra79, Odo77]. Stepwise [Goo71, PW72, YC78]. Steutel [Luk73]. Stochastic [Ano73j, BM74, Gil74, Mar73, TW72a, Fre73c, Hum70]. Stone [Gil74, Sax72, Ton72]. Stopping [Ven70, K.74a]. Straight [For72, WB74]. Straight-Line [WB74]. Strategies [Boa79a, J.77i]. Stratified [Gro72, Zuc70]. Stratum [CH70]. Strength [CH70, Hal77a]. Stress [CH70, Law77b, Man72, MW78, MH77, MH78]. Stress-Strength [CH70]. Stroup [Boa79a]. Structural [Gri79, Kal71]. Structure [FW72, Rog70d, Wil70]. Structures [K.71d, TC75b]. Stuart [Gie73, Gra72]. Student [Boa79a, J.78g, CC71, Rel70, YM74]. studentized.
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